This sentence no verb.

Check for spaces (there should be none between ‘for’ and ‘spaces’), and around inclusion of proper texts (one space between ‘around’ and ‘inclusion’, and one between ‘inclusion’ and ‘of’).

Also check for multiple paragraphs.

Such as here. (‘Such as’ should be a new paragraph.)

This text is rather small don’t you think? (The ‘rather small’ should be footnote size.)

And now we disable environment (in between ‘disable’ and ‘environment’ is some excluded material).

We switch to **bold face inside** a comment. (The phrase ‘bold face inside’ should be bold.)

This is a line of text **Comment: 1 line(s) removed** another line of text **Comment: 3 line(s) removed** last line of text.

A block of two underlined lines in between this line

u: line 1
u: line 2

and before this line.